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Note: This presentation borrows
freely from a recent presentation by
FDIC personnel on Fair Lending
Risk Assessments.
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Fair Lending Risk Assessments
 Fair Lending Act “[r]isk
[r]isk assessment defined: An effort to identify
and measure the risk inherent in the bank’s lending processes and
to determine what control and monitoring mechanisms are in place
to protect against illegal discrimination.
 “Regulatory agencies follow a risk-based fair lending exam
process.
 “Goal is to establish scope of the exam, and considers:






Loan products
L
d t
Markets
Decision centers
Time frame
P hibit d basis
Prohibited
b i and
d control
t l groups

 “Combination of these elements = “Focal Point” to be reviewed.
 “Bank approach should be similar but more in-depth.”
Source: FDIC webinar on Fair Lending Act risk
assessments
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Step 1 – Inventory Businesses
 As the FDIC explained in its recent webinar:
 “First step: Inventory all areas where risk is possible.


“Will help develop a strong understanding of the bank’s credit processes.”

 RADAR™ provides a flexible tool to inventory credit products and
processes and map them onto businesses.
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Step 2 – Review Policies, Reports, Training
 The FDIC continued to explain the next step is to “[r]eview:
[r]eview:
 Written policies and procedures
 Board and management reports
 Training records

 RADAR™ helps banks automate and document that review.
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Step 3 – Assess Inherent Risk - Likelihood
 Consider volume of lending activity; the nature of the lending
activity including demographics, discretion, complexity of product
offering; the degree of change such as many new credit officers or
a recent merger or acquisition; and history of problems, including
recent audit / examination findings or customer complaints.
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Step 4 – Assess Inherent Risk - Impact
 Consider loss history,
history third party losses for Fair Lending Act
violations; potential legal, regulatory, and reputational
consequences.
 RADAR
RADAR™ allows you to record and document judgments of
likelihood and impact.
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Step 5 – Assess Control Effectiveness
 Consider 24 factors identified by the FDIC
 Record and document your assessment of control effectiveness.
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Step 6 – Recommendations (If Needed)
Th assessment shows…
The
h

Possible
P
ibl action
i
warranted
d

No monitoring of underwriting discretion.

Implement secondary lender review and
periodic audit.

p
incentives
No limitations on compensation
linked to higher loan pricing or overages.

Establish annual and p
per loan caps
p on lender
compensation. Implement selfself-testing or audit
to detect predatory pricing.

No oversight of third
third--party loan servicing
activity.

Implement periodic reviews to determine
whether discretionary actions by the third party
are consistent without regard to prohibited
basis.

Identified instances of discrimination.

Change policies and training program, seek legal
advice, compensate victims, take appropriate
action
ti against
i t the
th personnell involved.
i
l d

Add recommendations
d ti
h
here.
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See the results in
inter-active
dashboards.
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Generate user-friendly reports
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Keep risk assessment current over time
 Robust security,
security user permissioning
permissioning, and audit trails help you
keep the risk assessment current over time.
 Avoids problems that arise when institutions try to maintain their
risk assessments in excel files or word documents
documents.
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Integrates with other risk assessments
 Although institutions can purchase RADAR™
RADAR for use only with
their Fair Lending Risk Assessment, the system is modular and
can be used for other compliance risk assessments, including
Identity Theft, AML, and compliance risk assessments
generally.
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RADAR™ - technological overview
 RADAR™ combines a web-based front end developed using
ASP.NET (and C#) with the power of a SQL Server 2005
database on the backend.
 The application is an enterprise system that is highly scalable to
accommodate users in the world’s largest financial institutions.
 Th
The web
b interface
i t f
leverages
l
Aj
Ajax tto provide
id a ffriendly,
i dl
responsive user experience.
 The system keeps user credentials secure by storing them in an
encrypted format.
 Most financial institutions can readily install RADAR™ on their
own servers.
 Some institutions, however, choose to host the application on
Promontory’s servers during initial implementation.
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Contact information
 Michael Dawson – Chief Executive Officer
Promontory Financial Group (UK) Ltd
Ltd.
Chief Operating Officer and President,
Promontory Compliance Solutions, LLC
(202) 384 1080 (US)
(0)207 377 2362 (UK)
mdawson@promontory.com
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